
Tournament Director: Zach Jansen
Contact: 512-517-9868

General Course Rules
● Road, curb and parking lot and beyond is OB.
● In creek & pond(s) and beyond is OB where not marked.
● Mandos - Any up on the course are intended by the course

design. If we missed them in the rule book, consider them still
in play as per general course rules.

● HAZARD OB: In effect on Holes 12, 16 and 18.
○ PDGA Rule 806.06 Hazard

■ A hazard is an area designated by the director
which incurs a penalty throw

■ A disc is in a hazard if its position is clearly
and completely surrounded by the hazard or
by a combination of the hazard and out of
bounds area.

■ A player whose disc in the hazard receives
one penalty throw. The lie is NOT
relocated(ie: play from the location of the disc
in the hazard area).

○ Creek OB Hazard - If you go in or beyond the
creek/water OB line, then play from the last spot in the
hazard before you crossed the creek (and take one
penalty throw).

Event Notes/Info
● Rain Tee’s are marked next to each tee. Only use if TD has

enacted them for the round.
● Severe Weather Delays:

○ In the event of a severe & unsafe weather event we
will blow a horn 3 times and suspend play. If you are
currently in play on the course, mark your current lie
immediately and do not finish the hole. Seek shelter
until play resumes.

○ Play will stop for a minimum of 30 minutes. We will
post a start time on our event facebook page
(https://www.facebook.com/HOTTdiscgolf) as well as
provide a 2 minute warning before play resumes.

Live Scoring:
● We will use live scoring in combination with a physical

scorecard for this event. You must turn in your physical card.
● Login: pdga.com/score
● PW: COTO

Hole Rules

1. Fence and beyond is OB. Do not climb the fence to retrieve
discs, it is private property.

2. OB line painted on all sides of fairway. Pond is OB
3. OB line painted along creek.
4. OB line painted along creek. Curb and beyond is OB. Mando on

creek is in play
5. OB string along creek. Curb and beyond is OB.
6. OB line painted along creek. Curb and beyond is OB. Mandos in

play along parking lot.
7. OB line painted around retention pond up to wall. Concrete

drainage ditch beyond wall is OB(to left of basket). OB line
painted along creek(right side of fairway).

8. OB line painted on all sides of fairway. Long box must cross
inbounds (line is behind AM box) off the tee. If you do not cross
inbounds from the long tee, proceed to the short box as the drop
zone.

9. OB line painted on right and beyond basket.
10. OB line painted left, right and behind basket
11. OB line painted left, right and behind basket.
12. OB line is played as a HAZARD. See general rules for how to

play HAZARD. OB is painted on all sides of the fairway. The
green is an island with OB Hazard surrounding it.

13. Surrounded by water in creek and beyond is OB
14. Surrounded by water in creek and beyond is OB
15. OB Line painted around the pond to the right. OB Line goes

behind basket and connects to the road. Road & beyond is OB.
16. OB line is played as a HAZARD. See general rules for how to

play HAZARD. OB is painted on all sides of the fairway. The
green is an island with OB Hazard surrounding it.

17. OB Line painted on all sides of fairway.
18. OB line is played as a HAZARD. See general rules for how to

play HAZARD. OB is painted on all sides of the fairway. The
green is an island with OB Hazard surrounding it.

https://www.facebook.com/HOTTdiscgolf



